Introduction
============

Serious adverse drug reactions are a significant cause of death and serious illness in patients and an important cause of drug attrition in the pharmaceutical industry both during drug development and after licensing. These reactions are normally classed as idiosyncratic reactions that are not related directly to drug concentration but instead may be due to an unusual patient phenotype. Most serious adverse drug reactions can be classified as either type A, which are dose dependent, or type B (idiosyncratic), where the reaction is not predictable from normal drug pharmacology and is generally independent of dose \[[@B1]\]. Idiosyncratic adverse reactions are generally rarer than type A events, although frequencies vary with the type of reaction and the individual drug, with frequencies ranging from as high as 5% of users to as low as 1 in 10,000 to 100,000 users. Low frequencies mean the reactions are often seen only late in the drug development process or after the drug has been licensed.

Idiosyncratic adverse drug reactions can affect a number of different organs, including the liver, skin, kidney, heart and muscle, and, with some drugs, more generalized hypersensitivity reactions can occur. In terms of drug withdrawals from the market in recent years, the largest numbers of compounds were withdrawn because of either hepatotoxicity or toxicity affecting cardiac function. Adverse drug reactions affecting the liver show heterogeneity in their phenotypic effect but these reactions are collectively referred to as drug-induced liver injury (DILI); they are usually classified as hepatocellular when the injury mainly involves the hepatocyte, and cholestatic when the damage occurs at the hepatocyte canalicular membrane or within the biliary tree \[[@B2]\]. Up to 10% of these hepatotoxic adverse drug reactions can progress to liver failure, which can be fatal unless a liver transplant is performed. Cardiotoxic drugs can give rise to a delay in cardiac repolarization, which can be detected by prolongation of the QT interval on an electrocardiogram. QT prolongation is a risk factor for a form of ventricular tachycardia called torsade de pointes, which can lead to ventricular fibrillation and death.

Genetic susceptibility is an important feature of serious adverse drug reactions and there is considerable interest in the possibility that development of genetic tests to identify all those at risk of adverse events prior to prescription might lead to valuable drugs being retained. There are already two examples - abacavir hypersensitivity and *HLA*-*B\*57:01*and carbamazepine toxicity and *HLA*-*B\*15:02*- that have been translated to the clinic.

This article will consider progress to date in identifying pharmacogenomic risk factors for serious adverse drug reactions, including the different approaches that have been used, and prospects for further progress.

Pharmacogenomic approaches used to identify causative genes
===========================================================

Pharmacogenomic studies to identify genes that contribute to susceptibility to adverse drug reactions have up to the present involved case-control association studies using either a candidate gene approach or genome-wide association (GWA) analysis. Though the development of GWA studies has led to considerable progress in the area of complex disease genomics and this would be generally considered the more appropriate approach to use currently to identify genes involved in adverse drug reactions, there are a several examples where candidate gene studies have been valuable in identifying causative genes. There are a number of reasons for this. Up to the present, most genetic risk factors identified have large effect sizes and are generally in biologically obvious genes. However, GWA studies have the advantage of their open approach where all genes and common variation are examined and there are now a few examples of entirely novel associations that would have been unlikely to have been predicted by candidate gene approaches. Generally, using GWA is particularly valuable in detecting small effects, but a limitation with most studies on adverse drug reactions is that the number of cases available for study is small, which limits power to detect significant effects. Recent international collaborative projects that aim to assemble large data sets are helpful in increasing sample numbers, but since genetic risk factors for adverse drug reactions tend to be drug specific and not simply end-organ specific, assembling large uniform cohorts is still challenging.

GWA studies are unlikely to identify all genetic risk factors for adverse drug reactions. There may also be a contribution from rare variants, which can be detected only by sequencing studies. Good progress is being made in some diseases by use of exome sequencing where all coding areas of genes are sequenced. Exome sequencing has tended to be of most value in detecting variants involved in rare diseases showing Mendelian inheritance (for example, \[[@B3],[@B4]\]) rather than complex diseases, though there are some recent exceptions to this reported in the fields of infectious disease and type II diabetes \[[@B5],[@B6]\]. Whole genome sequencing where regulatory sequences are also determined may be necessary to provide sufficient sensitivity to detect rare variants relevant to adverse drug reactions.

Both candidate gene and GWA studies on adverse drug reactions of several types have provided strong evidence for a role for human leukocyte antigen (HLA) genes in susceptibility. In view of this, the next section will consider HLA genes as a general risk factor for adverse drug reactions and describe some specific HLA associations in detail. It should be noted that HLA genes may not be the sole genetic risk factor for these reactions and are not relevant at all to some types of adverse drug reaction, including cardiotoxicity and muscle toxicity.

HLA associations in drug-induced liver injury, hypersensitivity reactions and skin rash
=======================================================================================

It has been believed for over 30 years that HLA type is a predictor of risk for certain adverse drug reactions, and well-established and replicated associations have now been described for both DILI, including some reactions that do not show obvious features of a hypersensivity reaction, and hypersensitivity reactions affecting the skin.

HLA and drug-induced liver injury
---------------------------------

Many different drugs in current use can cause DILI, though the incidence of this adverse drug reaction will typically be very low, in the order of 1 in 10,000 patients treated (for review, see \[[@B7]\]). The underlying mechanism may involve direct toxic effects by the drug, for example involving oxidative stress or cellular damage, and formation of reactive intermediates resulting in either direct toxicity or an inappropriate immune response \[[@B8]\].

For DILI, the first reports linking HLA and genetic susceptibility involved the anesthetic halothane, which was used widely up to the 1980s and was also an important cause of idiosyncratic hepatitis up to that time. An association between the HLA class II serotype DR2 was reported by a study based in Japan \[[@B9]\], though this was not found in two smaller studies in Europe \[[@B10],[@B11]\]. In a study of DILI associated with a range of different drugs, a small but not statistically significant increase in incidence in frequency of both HLA-DR2 and another serotype, HLA-DR6, was seen \[[@B12]\]. A larger study of a number of different drugs found a trend towards significance for the class I serotype HLA-A11 for DILI induced by tricyclic antidepressants and diclofenac, and for the class II serotype HLA-DR6 in relation to DILI due to chlorpromazine \[[@B13]\].

More recently, HLA associations with DILI have been studied directly by genotyping rather than serotype determination. The first HLA genotyping studies were candidate gene association studies on amoxicillin-clavulanate-related DILI. Though this form of DILI does not generally show classical immune-related features, two independent candidate gene association studies reported an identical association with the *HLA*-*DRB1\*15:01*allele, which corresponds to the DR2 serotype mentioned above \[[@B14],[@B15]\]. This form of DILI has been suggested to relate predominantly to the clavulanic acid component of the drug \[[@B16]\], though this has still not been demonstrated directly. Subsequent genetic studies on DILI using both candidate gene and GWA methods have resulted in the identification of a number of different HLA class I and II associations (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The effect sizes observed vary considerably, with odds ratios of between 2 and 80 reported for different drugs. The strongest HLA association reported up to the present for DILI relates to reactions to the antimicrobial flucloxacillin. A GWA study showed a very strong association (odds ratio 80) with the class I HLA allele *B\*57:01*\[[@B17]\], which had been previously demonstrated to be a strong risk factor for hypersensitivity reactions to abacavir (see below). A role for HLA in reactions to drugs other than those listed in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} seems less likely in view of a recent GWA covering DILI due to a wide range of drugs, which failed to show any signal for the HLA region when cases due to drugs known to show a HLA association were excluded \[[@B18]\]. The observed HLA associations point to a role for T-cell responses in DILI reactions and possible mechanisms are discussed in more detail below.

###### 

HLA associations with adverse drug reactions

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Type of toxicity                                Drug                      HLA allele                           Type of study            Approximate odds ratio              Reference(s)
  ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
  Hypersensitivity                                Abacavir                  *B\*57:01*                           Candidate gene           800                                 \[[@B25],[@B26]\]

  Liver injury                                    Amoxicillin-clavulanate   *DRB1\*15:01-DQB1\*06:02 A\*02:01*   Candidate gene and GWA   3 2.3                               \[[@B14],[@B15],[@B72],[@B93],[@B94]\]

                                                  Ximelagatran              *DRB1\*07:01-DQA1\*02:01*            GWA                      Not available (*P*= 6.0 × 10^-6^)   \[[@B95]\]

                                                  Ticlopidine               *A\*33:03*                           Candidate gene           13                                  \[[@B96]\]

                                                  Flucloxacillin            *B\*57:01*                           GWA                      80                                  \[[@B17]\]

                                                  Lumiracoxib               *DRB1\*15:01-DQB1\*06:02*            GWA                      5.3                                 \[[@B97]\]

                                                  Lapatinib                 *DQA1\*02:01*                        GWA and candidate gene   9                                   \[[@B98]\]

                                                  Nevirapine                *DRB1\*01*                           Candidate gene           3                                   \[[@B35],[@B99]\]

  SJS and TEN                                     Carbamazepine             *B\*15:02*                           Candidate gene           895                                 \[[@B21]\]

  Various skin reactions, including SJS and TEN   Carbamezepine             *A\*31:01*                           GWA                      12                                  \[[@B23],[@B24]\]

  Various skin reactions including SJS and TEN    Allopurinol               *B\*58:01*                           Candidate gene           400                                 \[[@B29]\]

  Various skin reactions                          Nevirapine                *B\*35:05*\                          Candidate gene and GWA   30\                                 \[[@B33],[@B34]\]\
                                                                            *Cw\*8*\                                                      15\                                 \[[@B31],[@B32]\]\
                                                                            *Cw\*04*                                                      2.5                                 \[[@B35]\]
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GWA, genome-wide association; SJS, Stevens-Johnson syndrome; TEN, toxic epidermal necrolysis.

HLA and hypersensitivity reactions affecting the skin
-----------------------------------------------------

Adverse drug reactions affecting the skin involving hypersensitivity can be divided into early and delayed responses (for review, see \[[@B19]\]). Early or immediate-type responses involve IgE and their underlying mechanism is well understood, though genetic risk factors are still unclear and this type of reaction will not be discussed further here. Delayed-type hypersensitivity reactions involving the skin show considerable heterogeneity, ranging from very mild forms, where the skin is the only organ affected and drug withdrawal leads to rapid improvement, to drug-induced hypersensitivity syndrome (sometimes referred to as DRESS), where other organs and tissues may be affected and where there is fever and eosinophilia. In addition, some patients may show an unusually severe skin rash, which involves blistering in the conditions known as Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) and toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN).

There is a considerable body of data showing that T-cell responses to drugs are a key event in delayed immune-mediated reactions affecting the skin \[[@B19]\]. Since HLA genes code for proteins involved in antigen presentation to T cells, the possibility that HLA genotype is a predictor of delayed hypersensitivity reactions has been investigated widely. Before the more recent studies showing a role for T-cell reactions in drug-induced skin rash, HLA associations with these reactions had been reported. TEN and SJS were found to be weakly associated with the HLA class I serotype B12 \[[@B20]\]. Among patients reacting to a particular drug, stronger associations were seen, especially for A29-B12-DR7 haplotype and sulfonamide-induced toxicity.

### Carbamazepine-induced skin reactions

Further progress on HLA associations in relation to skin reactions was slower than that for liver reactions until a candidate gene study involving genotyping for HLA alleles and a range of polymorphisms in cytochromes P450 in Taiwanese cases of carbamazepine-induced SJS found a very strong association of this adverse drug reaction with the class I allele *B\*15:02*(Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) \[[@B21]\]. Genotyping for *B\*15:02*is now recommended in individuals of Han Chinese, Thai, Malaysian, Indonesian, Philippino and south Indian ethnicity prior to carbamazepine prescription in a number of countries (see, for example, \[[@B22]\]), but the association does not extend to most other ethnic groups, probably because the frequency of *B\*15:02*is lower. HLA allele *B\*15:02*does not appear to be a risk factor for more common mild skin rash reactions induced by carbamazepine. An association involving another HLA allele, *A\*31:01*, and carbamazepine-induced skin rash of varying severity has now been shown for both European and Japanese individuals in GWA studies \[[@B23],[@B24]\].

### Abacavir hypersensitivity

A severe hypersensitivity reaction to the anti-HIV drug abacavir is characterized by a skin rash, and also gastrointestinal and respiratory symptoms. Though it may be relatively mild initially and alleviated by drug withdrawal, a subsequent re-exposure will result in more severe symptoms, which are potentially fatal. An association between abacavir hypersensitivity and a haplotype including *HLA-B\*57:01*, *HLA-DR7*and *HLA-DQ3*was initially demonstrated by Mallal and colleagues using a candidate gene approach \[[@B25]\] and then replicated in other cohorts \[[@B26],[@B27]\]. These findings were confirmed in a large randomized controlled trial \[[@B28]\], which has led to widespread adoption of genetic testing for *B\*57:01*prior to initiation of abacavir treatment.

### Other adverse drug reactions affecting the skin

TEN and SJS, together with milder hypersensitivity reactions induced by the drug allopurinol, have been shown to associate with *HLA-B\*58:01*in Taiwanese using a candidate gene approach \[[@B29]\]. This association was later shown to extend to other ethnic groups \[[@B30]\]. Nevirapine, another widely used anti-HIV drug, is also associated with a skin rash, which varies in severity. Several HLA associations have been reported for this adverse drug reaction with the risk allele varying according to ethnic group. An association with the HLA class I allele *Cw\*8*was reported in a Sardinian population \[[@B31]\] and subsequently in Japanese \[[@B32]\]. However, in Thais, there is a clear association with *B\*35:05*\[[@B33]\], which was recently confirmed in a GWA study \[[@B34]\]. A role for *B\*35*in this reaction in Asians has been confirmed in a multiethnic study \[[@B35]\] that also reports an association with *Cw\*04*for Europeans, Asians and African-Americans.

### HLA and adverse drug reactions affecting the skin: summary

A combination of candidate gene and GWA studies has led to the identification of a number of HLA associations for adverse drug reactions involving specific drugs affecting skin, as summarized in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. There is evidence suggesting that particular HLA alleles may be risk factors for skin reactions to additional drugs, but problems with small numbers of cases for individual drugs have limited the ability to obtain statistically significant associations in some recent candidate gene and GWA studies \[[@B36]-[@B38]\].

Underlying mechanism for HLA associations with adverse drug reactions
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Up to recently, two main mechanisms for the observed HLA associations with adverse drug reactions affecting skin and liver were postulated. One involved formation of a covalent complex between the drug or a metabolite and cellular proteins \[[@B39]\]. This complex could then be presented to T cells by particular HLA molecules, resulting in an inappropriate local T-cell response and cellular damage. An alternative mechanism proposed that drugs interact directly with HLA molecules, resulting in a T-cell response without the need to form a covalent complex (p-I concept) \[[@B40]\]. However, recent data on T-cell responses to abacavir are more consistent with a third mechanism. Using several different approaches, three independent groups of investigators have suggested that abacavir binds to the *B\*57:01*gene product and induces a conformational change. This results in incorrect recognition of self-peptides as foreign by the immune system, which triggers an inappropriate immune response \[[@B41]-[@B43]\]. However, flucloxacillin, which may give rise to DILI in *B\*57:01*-positive individuals, did not induce inappropriate recognition of self-peptides \[[@B42]\]. Instead, flucloxacillin appears to induce cell proliferation in T cells that are *B\*57:01*-positive when covalently bound to peptides \[[@B44]\]. Similarly, carbamazepine also appears to interact covalently with peptides with the *B\*15:02*gene product \[[@B45]\]. It has also been proposed recently that the available T-cell repertoire, which could also be genetically determined, may be an additional factor to HLA genotype in determining whether an adverse drug reaction occurs \[[@B46]\]. There are currently no data showing an association between susceptibility to HLA-associated adverse drug reactions and the T-cell receptor gene, but it would be of interest to investigate this further.

Non-HLA genetic associations in adverse drug reactions
======================================================

In addition to HLA, a number of genetic risk factors for idiosyncratic adverse drug reactions have been identified, though only a few of these have been well replicated. Idiosyncratic adverse drug reactions are often considered to be concentration-independent, but genetic factors that affect drug concentration by their role in drug disposition also make a contribution to susceptibility to some adverse drug reactions. Other genetic risk factors identified include polymorphisms affecting the innate immune system and in genes that protect the cell against oxidative stress. Cardiotoxicity reactions are different to other forms of adverse drug reaction in that polymorphisms in cardiac ion channels are the best described genetic risk factors currently and there appears to be no overlap with genetic risk factors for other adverse drug reactions. As the area of non-HLA genetic associations in adverse reactions covers a wide range of different types of genes, this section will consider in separate subsections the contribution of genes affecting drug disposition to adverse drug reactions, the contribution of innate immune system and oxidative stress genes, and finally the role of cardiac ion channel polymorphisms in cardiotoxicity reactions.

Idiosyncratic adverse drug reactions and genes affecting drug disposition
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Well-replicated associations have been described for *SLCO1B1*with statin myopathy and for *NAT2*with isoniazid-induced DILI. There are also a number of other more poorly replicated associations particularly involving the transporter *ABCC2*and various *UGT*isoforms. Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} summarizes current data in this area.

###### 

Drug disposition genes and adverse drug reactions

  Gene                       Reaction    Drug          Type of study    Reference(s)
  -------------------------- ----------- ------------- ---------------- ---------------------
  Phase I drug metabolism                                               
  *CYP2B6*                   Skin rash   Nevirapine    Candidate gene   \[[@B29]\]
  Phase II drug metabolism                                              
  *NAT2*                     DILI        Isoniazid     Candidate gene   \[[@B100]-[@B110]\]
  *UGT1A*                    DILI        Tolcapone     Candidate gene   \[[@B56]\]
  *UGT2B7*                   DILI        Diclofenac    Candidate gene   \[[@B57]\]
  *UGT1A*                    DILI        Various       GWA              \[[@B18]\]
  Drug transporters                                                     
  *SLCO1B1*                  Myopathy    Simvastatin   GWA              \[[@B48]\]
  *ABCB11*                   DILI        Various       Candidate gene   \[[@B60]\]
  *ABCC2*                    DILI        Diclofenac    Candidate gene   \[[@B57]\]
                             DILI        Various       Candidate gene   \[[@B63]\]
                             DILI        Various       GWA              \[[@B18]\]

DILI, drug-induced liver injury; GWA, genome-wide association.

Though they are very effective drugs, statins can cause muscle toxicity in some individuals. This is usually seen as an asymptomatic rise in creatine phosphokinase levels, which is reversible by drug discontinuation but can be more serious on rare occasions with a more severe form of disease resulting in rhabdomyolysis followed by possible death (for review, see \[[@B47]\]). A GWA study involving 85 cases of simvastatin-induced myopathy found a significant signal for a single SNP in the gene *SLCO1B1*, which encodes a transporter expressed at high levels in hepatocytes \[[@B48]\]. The transporter is located on the sinusoidal membrane and transports statins and various other drugs into hepatocytes from the general circulation. The SNP giving the positive signal in the GWA study was in complete linkage disequilibrium with a non-synonymous polymorphism in the *SLCO1B1\*5*and *\*15*alleles that had already been shown to be associated with higher plasma levels of certain statins due to impaired transport \[[@B49]\]. The association of statin-induced myopathy with *SLCO1B1*has been confirmed independently in several studies \[[@B50],[@B51]\]. It appears likely that additional genetic factors not yet identified may also contribute to susceptibility to statin-induced myopathy, but their effect sizes are likely to be smaller than that for *SLCO1B1*. Because the overall contribution of SLCO1B1 to hepatic transport varies between different statins, it is likely that the contribution of *SCLO1B1\*5/\*15*to statin-induced myopathy will also vary between the different members of this drug class \[[@B49]\] but more studies on this aspect are needed.

Though the cytochromes P450 represent the best-studied family of genes that contribute to drug disposition and they have been well studied as risk factors for idiosyncratic adverse drug reactions, few positive associations have been reported. One exception to this relates to CYP2B6, which contributes to the metabolism of nevirapine. The non-synonymous *CYP2B6*polymorphism 516G\>T is associated with decreased catalytic activity with nevirapine and other substrates \[[@B52]\]. It has been demonstrated recently that homozygosity for T516 is associated with an increased risk of nevirapine-related skin rash \[[@B35]\]. Though nevirapine is also associated with DILI in some individuals, there was no evidence that *CYP2B6*genotype is a predictor of this adverse reaction.

For DILI, the best example of an association affecting drug disposition is that for *NAT2*genotype with isonazid-induced liver injury. There have been a large number of studies on the relationship between polymorphisms in the gene encoding *N*-acetyltransferase 2 (*NAT2*), an enzyme important in metabolism of isoniazid, and susceptibility to DILI associated with this drug. Most studies report that individuals who are homozygous for two variant *NAT2*alleles (often known as slow acetylators), and therefore predicted to have a complete absence of NAT2 activity, are at increased risk of developing isonziazid-related DILI. Acetylhydrazine, a metabolite of isoniazid that can undergo further metabolism by cytochrome P450 to a toxic metabolite or by NAT2 to the less toxic diacetylhydrazine, is believed to be the cause of toxicity \[[@B53]\]. Individuals with normal levels of NAT2 appear to form diacetylhydrazine efficiently and therefore levels of both acetylhydrazine and the toxic P450 metabolites will be low in these individuals, but high in those with an absence of NAT2 activity \[[@B54]\]. As reviewed recently \[[@B55]\], there are still some unresolved issues on the relevance of *NAT2*genotype to isoniazid-related DILI. In particular, not all studies find this association and also many of the patients studied represent cases of mild liver enzyme elevation that often resolves without the drug being withdrawn or does not recur if the drug is withdrawn and reintroduced. There is no evidence that *NAT2*genotype is relevant to DILI caused by drugs other than isoniazid.

There are reports of associations between UGT genotype and DILI susceptibility for several different drugs. In a study on tolcapone, which was associated with elevated transaminase levels in some patients during its development, polymorphisms in the *UGT1A*locus, including several in the main metabolizing enzyme UGT1A6, were significantly associated with elevated transaminase levels \[[@B56]\]. This finding suggested that toxicity might be linked to slow metabolism of the parent drug. In a study on the role of another UDP-glucuronosyltransferase gene, *UGT2B7*, in susceptibility to diclofenac-related DILI, possession of *UGT2B7\*2*, which is believed to be associated with higher glucuronidating activity, was associated with a significantly increased risk of toxicity \[[@B57]\]. This effect may be due to increased hepatic levels of diclofenac acylglucuronide, which may be involved in the underlying mechanism of toxicity. In a recent GWA study involving DILI cases caused by a variety of different drugs, when polymorphisms relevant to drug disposition only were considered, an apparent association between a polymorphism in *UGT1A*and susceptibility to DILI associated with fluoroquinolone antimicrobials was detected, though this could not be confirmed in a replication cohort \[[@B18]\].

Drug transporter genes of the ABC transporter superfamily are biologically plausible candidates for a role in DILI susceptibility, especially because some ABC transporter family gene products transport bile acids in addition to drugs \[[@B58]\]. Also, some inherited forms of cholestasis have been demonstrated to result from specific mutations in the *ABCB4*(MDR3) and *ABCB11*(BSEP) genes \[[@B59]\]. Some evidence for an association between cholestatic liver injury due to a range of drugs and a polymorphism in exon 13 of *ABCB11*that had previously been reported to be associated with cholestasis of pregnancy was reported \[[@B60]\]. The association could not be confirmed in a larger cohort of predominantly cholestatic DILI cases \[[@B61]\] or in a GWA study involving DILI caused by a range of drugs \[[@B18]\].

*ABCC2*(MRP2) has a major role in the biliary excretion of a variety of glucuronide conjugates. There is evidence that polymorphisms in this gene may be risk factors for some forms of DILI, though effect sizes are unlikely to be very large. In the candidate gene study on diclofenac DILI already discussed above, carriage of an upstream polymorphism in *ABCC2*(C-24T) was found to be significantly more common among hepatotoxicity cases \[[@B57]\]. This finding is consistent with increased levels of the reactive diclofenac acyl glucuronide being associated with toxicity since there is evidence that C-24T results in lower production of the MRP2 protein, which would favor cellular accumulation of the glucuronide \[[@B62],[@B63]\]. In a Korean candidate gene study on DILI caused by a range of drugs, a polymorphism at position -1,549 of *ABCC2*, which is in linkage disequilibrium with C-24T, was a significant risk factor for the development of hepatocellular toxicity, whereas a second polymorphism at position -1,774 was a risk factor for cholestatic or mixed disease \[[@B63]\]. Further evidence of a modest contribution by ABCC2 to DILI susceptibility is provided from a large GWA study. Though polymorphisms in ABCC2 did not show genome-wide significance, when a subgroup of genes relevant to drug disposition was investigated, a significant association for a number of polymorphisms in ABCC2, including a non-synonymous polymorphism (C1515Y), was seen \[[@B18]\].

Some recent data suggest that genotype for pregnane × receptor (PXR), a transcriptional regulator for various metabolism and transporter genes that are relevant to disposition of both drugs and endogenous factors such as bile acids, may also be a predictor for DILI relating to flucloxacillin \[[@B64]\]. Though the effect size was relatively small, the association involved a polymorphism for which functional significance is well established \[[@B65]\]. Because other drugs are known to act as PXR agonists, the gene encoding PXR has potential as a more general risk factor for DILI.

The relevance of polymorphisms affecting drug disposition to skin reactions has also been assessed, but generally findings are negative. For example, the possible role of microsomal epoxide hydrolase in carbamazepine-induced skin rash has been investigated in considerable detail but with entirely negative results \[[@B66],[@B67]\]. For sulfamethoxazole-induced skin rash, NAT2 and CYP2C9, which both contribute to metabolism, were found not to be risk factors \[[@B68],[@B69]\]. There is some borderline significant data for GSTP1 in relation to sulfamethoxazole skin reactions but the biological basis for this association is not clear \[[@B69]\].

Polymorphisms relevant to innate immunity
-----------------------------------------

A number of candidate gene studies have reported that cytokine polymorphisms that may contribute to inflammatory and innate immune responses are predictors for DILI (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). The majority of these reports find relatively small effects that have not been replicated, though the genes involved are biologically plausible risk factors.

###### 

Cytokine gene polymorphisms relevant to drug-induced liver injury

  Gene     Polymorphism                     Drug         Type of study    Reference
  -------- -------------------------------- ------------ ---------------- -------------
  *IL4*    C-590A                           Diclofenac   Candidate gene   \[[@B111]\]
  *IL6*    Intron and 3\' repeat sequence   Tacrine      Candidate gene   \[[@B112]\]
  *IL10*   C-627A                           Diclofenac   Candidate gene   \[[@B111]\]

Three recent GWA studies on DILI have generally failed to identify any novel genome-wide significant associations, with only SNPs in HLA genes showing strong effects. However, various additional analyses performed on these data sets have identified some additional interesting genes that may contribute to susceptibility. In the GWA study on flucloxacillin-induced DILI, if data from cases positive for *HLA-B\*57:01*only were re-analyzed, a novel genome-wide significant association for a SNP adjacent to *ST6GAL1*, a gene that contributes to B-cell responses, was detected \[[@B17],[@B70]\]. Since some patients with flucloxacillin DILI show an antibody response \[[@B71]\], this could be of relevance to the toxicity mechanism. For amoxicillin-clavulanate, in addition to performing a conventional GWA study, polymorphisms in genes relevant to drug disposition and to autoimmunity were analyzed separately. No positive associations for drug disposition genes were detected, but for the immune response genes, two SNPs in strong linkage disequilibrium in *PTPN22*, a gene that contributes to T-cell responses, showed significance after correction for multiple testing \[[@B72]\]. These SNPs had been previously found to be associated with susceptibility to several autoimmune diseases where HLA genotype is also a risk factor, so a contribution to this form of DILI appears biologically plausible. In a similar approach in a larger GWA study involving DILI caused by a range of different drugs, but also including the flucloxacillin and amoxicillin-clavulanate DILI cases in the two previous GWA studies \[[@B17],[@B72]\], analysis of 256 cases of hepatocellular DILI for autoimmune-related polymorphisms found a significant association for a SNP in *STAT4*\[[@B18]\]. *STAT4*encodes a transcription factor that transduces IL-12 and IL-23 signals in the T-cell response \[[@B73]\] and the significant SNP has been associated previously with several autoimmune diseases so it represents another biologically plausible association for DILI. The association with hepatocellular DILI was confirmed in a replication cohort and appeared to relate particularly to DILI reactions involving statins.

GWA studies on drug-induced hypersensitivity reactions affecting the skin have generally yielded fewer novel associations of the type seen for liver toxicity up to the present \[[@B37],[@B74]\], but this may be due in part to the numbers of cases studied being smaller. One exception to this is a GWA concerned with skin rash due to nevirapine \[[@B34]\], which has found that, in addition to confirming a role for *B\*35:05*in susceptibility, two SNPs in *CCHCR1*were significantly associated with the reaction. This gene is a well-established contributor to psoriasis susceptibility and, unlike the autoimmune genes discussed above, does not appear to have a general role in T-cell responses. Instead it has been suggested to be a negative regulator of keratinocyte proliferation \[[@B75]\], which seems relevant to skin rash.

Polymorphisms predicting cardiotoxicity reactions
-------------------------------------------------

Cardiotoxicity is currently the most common reason for withdrawal of licensed drugs from the market and a wide range of drugs are known to give rise to idiosyncratic cardiotoxicity (for review, see \[[@B76]\]). As discussed in the Introduction to this article, QT interval prolongation is an imperfect marker for the arrhythmic potential of a drug, but it is currently the only available measure. There are a number of rare congenital syndromes associated with QT prolongation in the absence of any drug treatment and genetic factors associated with some of these syndromes, mainly mutations in ion channel genes, have now been identified \[[@B76]\]. In addition, GWA studies on factors affecting QT length in populations have identified a number of significant SNPs in various genes, including the nitric oxide synthase 1 regulator *NOS1AP*and a range of sodium and potassium channel genes, including *SCN5A*and *KCNJ2*\[[@B77]-[@B79]\]. These factors have also been investigated in candidate gene studies on drug-induced long QT syndrome, as it is considered likely that similar factors contribute to both congenital long QT and drug-induced long QT syndrome \[[@B76]\].

The first genetic study on drug-induced cardiotoxicity sequenced five ion channel genes in 32 patients who had suffered QT prolongation due to a variety of drugs and found previously described rare mutations in four patients, including D85N in *KCNE1*in two of these. The general conclusion was that there was a contribution of known ion channel mutations to the reactions but they were not a major risk factor \[[@B80]\]. A larger candidate gene study, involving 317 cases, also found an increased prevalence of D85N in *KCNE1*in the cases with an allele frequency increase from 0.8% among controls to 3.9% of cases \[[@B81]\], again suggesting this was a minor risk factor. A further candidate gene study based in Europe and involving 307 patients with drug-induced QT prolongation confirmed a role for *KCNE1*D85N with an odds ratio of 9.0, with the variant allele present in 8.6% of cases and 1.8% of population control subjects \[[@B82]\].

Another population genetic risk factor for long QT, a polymorphism in *NOS1AP*, has also been studied in relation to drug-induced QT prolongation. Verapamil is associated with QT prolongation and in a prospective population study involving over 7,000 individuals, use of this drug was confirmed to be associated with QT prolongation, with individuals positive for the *NOS1AP*variant (rs10494366) showing the longest QT intervals \[[@B83]\]. More recently, a number of polymorphisms in *NOS1AP*were genotyped in 87 British drug-induced long QT cases. A single SNP (rs10800397) was significantly associated with increased risk of the adverse drug reaction generally, and this SNP together with two others showed a more pronounced effect when cases due to amiodarone only were considered \[[@B84]\].

The first GWA study on drug-induced QT-prolongation involved 183 patients in a phase III clinical trial of the antipsychotic drug iloperidone who had QT measurements performed 14 days after the start of drug treatment \[[@B85]\]. No genome-wide significant signals were detected but relatively low *P*values were obtained for several novel loci. No trends towards significance with the SNPs in either ion channels or *NOS1AP*relevant to QT length in the previous studies were detected. Another recent GWA study examined a cohort of 783 schizophrenia patients taking antipsychotic drugs frequently associated with QT prolongation \[[@B86]\]. Significant effects were seen for SNPs in *NOS1AP*and *NUBPL*, a gene concerned with mitochondrial function. In addition, evidence for a role for the transporter gene *SLC22A23*in relation to the effect of the drug quetiapine on prolongation was obtained.

Consistent associations with certain genes have started to emerge for drug-induced cardiotoxicity but overall effects are small. The possibility that rare variants are more important contributors requires further investigation. Though genes relevant to drug disposition are plausible candidates for contributors to drug-induced cardiotoxicity and a number of studies have been performed, findings on these have generally been negative.

Concluding remarks and future prospects
=======================================

As reviewed recently by others \[[@B87]\], considerable progress has been made in understanding the genetics of adverse drug reactions with particular progress made using both candidate gene and GWA approaches in understanding idiosyncratic adverse drug reactions where HLA genotype is a risk factor. Two of these associations that show very high sensitivity and specificity for abacavir hypersensitivity and *B\*57:01*and carbamazepine toxicity and *B\*15:02*have been translated to the clinic. There is also potential for translating some of the other associations such as that between *A\*31:01*and carbamazepine-induced skin rash, and that between *B\*58:01*and allopurinol-induced skin rash. Most of these advances have been achieved through candidate gene association studies rather than GWA studies.

There has been slower progress on understanding the genetic basis for adverse drug reactions where HLA does not contribute. One success story is the association between *SLCO1B1*and statin myopathy. Though the predictive value is probably insufficient for widespread clinical translation and it is likely that the contribution by *SLCO1B1*genotype varies between different statins, the finding has increased understanding of the mechanism for this toxicity and genotyping could be beneficial in certain situations. Otherwise, GWA studies have not identified novel genes to any great extent. This may be due to insufficient numbers of cases being studied. Continuing efforts by international consortia to increase cohort sizes for various adverse drug reactions may still enable further progress to be made using a GWA approach. The availability of cohorts of well-phenotyped cases will also be helpful for whole genome sequencing, which is likely to become more routine as processing costs fall and methods for data analysis improve.

Performing genetic association studies on idiosyncratic adverse drug reactions is of particular value because of the lack of animal models for most of the common reactions and also the difficulty in obtaining material from the target organ for most types of reaction. One interesting recent development is the possibility of using induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells from individuals who have suffered adverse drug reactions to model the reaction. This has been proposed as a means of studying congenital long QT syndrome \[[@B88]\], but should be equally applicable to drug-induced long QT and also to other adverse drug reactions such as DILI since it is now possible to derive hepatocyte-like cells from human iPS cells \[[@B89]\].

In addition to the adverse drug reactions discussed in detail in this article, there are a number of other relatively common reactions, including clozapine-induced agranulocytosis, bisphosphonate-induced osteonecrosis of the jaw (BONJ) and renal toxicity, that are important clinical problems. Clozapine-induced agranulocytosis has recently been shown to be HLA-associated \[[@B90]\] and some genetic risk factors for BONJ \[[@B91],[@B92]\] have also been described. Genetic aspects of drug-induced renal toxicity are still poorly understood despite being a common form of adverse drug reaction and also a cause of drug attrition, so further studies in this area would be valuable.
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